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Abstract

Active research has been conducted on knowledge discovery in databases by the researchers in our group for
years, with many interesting results published and a prototyped knowledge discovery system, DBMiner (previously
called DBLearn), developed and demonstrated in several conferences. Our research covers a wide spectrum of
knowledge discovery, including (1) the study of knowledge discovery in relational, object-oriented, deductive, spatial, and active databases, and global information systems, and (2) the development of various kinds of knowledge
discovery methods, including attribute-oriented induction, progressive deepening for mining multiple-level rules,
meta-rule guided knowledge mining, etc. Techniques for the discovery of various kinds of knowledge, including
generalization, characterization, discrimination, association, classi cation, clustering, etc. and the application of
knowledge discovery for intelligent query answering, multiple-layered database construction, etc. have also been
studied in our research.

1 Introduction
With the rapid growth of the number of databases and the tremendous amounts of data being collected and stored
in databases, it is increasingly important to develop software tools to assist in the extraction of \information" or
\knowledge" from data, understanding the implications of data in databases, and automatic construction of knowledgebases from databases. The research into knowledge discovery in databases (or data mining) [1, 18] has attracted wide
attention in both academia and industry.
The Knowledge Discovery research group in the Database Systems Research Laboratory of the School of Computing
Science, Simon Fraser University, has been working in this promising research eld for several years and has contributed
to the eld in the following aspects.
1. The development of a prototyped knowledge discovery system, DBMiner (previously named DBLearn) [8, 10],
which integrates machine learning methodologies with database technologies and discovers di erent kinds of
knowledge from large databases eciently and e ectively. The system may discover di erent kinds of knowledge,
including characteristic, discriminant, association, and classi cation rules using a set of knowledge discovery
methods, originated from our own research, including attribute-oriented induction [3], progressive deepening for
mining multiple-level rules [6], meta-rule guided knowledge mining [2], etc.
2. The study of knowledge discovery in di erent kinds of databases [14, 12, 17, 13, 20], including knowledge
discovery in relational, object-oriented, deductive, spatial, and active databases, and global information systems, and the application of knowledge discovery for intelligent query answering [11], multiple-layered database
construction [9], etc.
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Figure 1: General architecture of DBMiner
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Figure 2: Function modules of DBMiner
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. A more detailed description of the DBMiner system is presented
in Section 2. Knowledge mining in advanced database systems and knowledge discovery applications are outlined in
Section 3. A summary and a discussion of our on-going research is presented in Section 4.

2 DBMiner: A database mining system
DBMiner, a comprehensive database mining system prototype, has been developed in Simon Fraser University. It

started with an interesting induction method, attribute-oriented induction [3, 4], for learning characteristic rules
and discriminant rules in relational databases. The method resulted in an early version of the system, DBLearn
[4, 8]. Experiments with DBLearn were performed in NSERC (Natural Science and Engineering Research Council
of Canada) research grant information database and in several large industrial databases with successful results
and good performance. Further extensions and enhancements of the DBLearn system since 1993 have led to a new
generation of the system: DBMiner [7]. DBMiner consists of several new functional modules besides the characterizer
and discriminator in DBLearn. It performs dynamic adjustment of concept hierarchies and automatic generation
of numeric hierarchies. It discovers di erent kinds of knowledge rules and generates di erent forms of outputs,
including generalized relations, generalized feature tables, and multiple forms of generalized rules. Moreover, system
performance has been improved, graphical user interfaces have been enhanced for interactive knowledge mining, and
a client/server architecture has been constructed for industrial applications.
The major features of the system include the integration of machine learning and database technologies, high speed
and eciency in analyzing large databases, interactive knowledge mining, and smooth intergration with commercial
relational database systems.
Figure 1 shows the general architecture of DBMiner which integrates a relational database system, such as a
Sybase/Oracle SQL server, with the discovery module. The core of the DBMiner system is the discovery module,
which is further detailed in Figure 2. It consists of multiple functional modules, including characterizer, discriminator,
association rule nder, classi er, evolution evaluator, etc.
The functionalities of the rst three modules are described as follows:
The characterizer [4] discovers a set of characteristic rules from the relevant set of data in a database. A characteristic rule summarizes the general characteristics of a set of user-speci ed data.
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Figure 3: A snapshot of the execution of DBMiner
A discriminator [4] discovers a set of discriminant rules from the relevant set(s) of data in a database. A discriminant rule distinguishes the general features of one set of data, called the target class, from some other set(s) of
data, called the contrasting class(es).
An association rule nder [6] discovers a set of association rules (in the form of \A1
A B1
B ")
at multiple concept levels from the relevant set(s) of data in a database. For example, it may nd from a large
set of transaction data an association rule, such as if a customer buys (one brand of) milk, s/he usually buys
(another brand of) bread.
In the development of other functional modules, attribute-oriented induction [4, 7] also plays an essential role.
It integrates a machine learning paradigm learning-from-examples [15] with set-oriented database operations and
substantially reduces the computational complexity of database learning processes. Moreover, the generalized relation
can be further analyzed by integration with other machine learning methods [7], including ID-3 [19], Cluster-2 [16],
etc.
The system also performs automatic generation of conceptual hierarchies for numerical attributes and dynamic
conceptual hierarchy adjustment [5] for all the attributes based on the statistical distribution of the set of relevant
data, which produces desirable generalized results.
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DBMiner o ers both graphical and SQL-like interfaces [7]. For example, to characterize Computer Science grants
in the NSERC94 database in relevance to discipline and amount categories and the distribution of count% and
amount%, the data mining query is as follows.
use NSERC94
characterize \CS Discipline Grants"
from award A, grant type G
where A.grant code = G.grant code and A.disc code = \Computer"
in relevance to disc code, amount, percentage(count), percentage(amount)
To process this query, the system rst obtains the relevant set of data by processing a relational database query,
then generalizes the data using an attribute-oriented induction approach [3, 4], and presents di erent forms of outputs.
The output outlines the number or amount distribution of computer science (research) grants according to discipline
categories (such as theory, AI, database, and so on). The output forms include generalized relations, generalized
feature tables, bar charts, and generalized rules.
A snapshot of the execution of DBMiner is presented in Figure 3. The DBMiner system is accessible with the
Internet address: http://www.dbg.sfu.ca/dbl/dbminer or http://fas.sfu.ca/cs/research/groups/DB/dbminer.

3 Knowledge discovery in advanced database systems and knowledge discovery applications
Beside knowledge discovery in large relational databases, investigations have also been performed on ecient and
e ective methods for knowledge discovery in object-oriented databases [12], spatial databases [13, 14, 17], active
databases [12], deductive databases [2], transaction databases [6], and global information systems [20]. Three of them
are outlined below to convey the ideas.
For knowledge discovery in object-oriented databases [12], techniques have been studied on generalization of
complex objects, attributes and methods, class and aggregation hierarchies, spatial and multimedia data, etc.
After generalization of complex objects and structures into relational-like data, most techniques developed for
data mining in relational systems can be applied for knowledge mining in object-oriented databases.
For knowledge discovery in spatial databases [13, 14, 17], a set of techniques have been developed in our research,
including nonspatial-data-dominant generalization [14], spatial-data-dominant generalization [14], spatial data
clustering [17], and spatial feature association [13].
For resource and knowledge discovery in global information systems (Internet) [20], a multiple-layered database
structure has been proposed, which rst transforms the low-level, highly unstructured, widely distributed, heterogeneous global information-base into relatively structured higher layer databases by various kinds of generalization techniques and then constructs multiple-layered information-base to facilitate resource and knowledge
discovery. Preliminary experiments on a small subset of networked information-base have demonstrated some
limited success of the approach [20].
Knowledge discovery has strong application potential. Besides the use of discovered knowledge for decision making,
process control and knowledge-base construction, we have investigated its application in intelligent query answering
[11] and multiple-layered database construction [9]. Database queries can be answered intelligently by analyzing
the intent of query and providing generalized, neighborhood or associated information using stored or discovered
knowledge. Knowledge discovery substantially broadens the spectrum of intelligent query answering and provides
discovered knowledge and knowledge discovery tools, which include generalization, data summarization, concept
clustering, rule discovery, query rewriting, deduction, lazy evaluation, construction and application of multiple-layered
databases, etc.






4 A summary of our on-going work
Our research progress on knowledge discovery in databases have greatly motivated our on-going work in this direction.
These on-going studies are illustrated as follows.
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Further enhancement of the power and eciency of the knowledge discovery mechanisms [7], including the
improvement of rule quality and system performance for the existing functional modules, the development of
techniques for mining new kinds of rules, etc.
Further development of high-level, user-friendly interfaces for interactive knowledge mining. This includes
multiple platforms of knowledge mining interfaces, including X-window-oriented, PC-window-oriented, and
Netscape(WWW)-oriented interfaces, and visual presentation of the discovered knowledge.
Extension of data mining technique to advanced and/or special purpose database systems, including further
studies on spatial data mining, knowledge mining in heterogeneous databases, and knowledge discovery in global
information systems. This may lead to the generation of a set of new, special-purpose data mining systems,
such as GeoMiner, WebMiner, etc.
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